
Geo-caching - Team 1 Clues (for teacher only) 
Below are the 3 locations for your team marked on a map - if you get really stuck, these will help get you closer to 
your goal, and the students should then be able to use their GPS units to narrow it down. 
The caches are all in buckets at the designated locations - they might be in garden beds, behind bins, etc. Take care 
when looking - don’t encourage kids to stick their hands into places they can’t see - it is possible there are snakes 
around - we’ve not hidden them THAT carefully. 
Make sure the students confirm they are at the right location by checking their GPS matches up - there are 30 
locations plus some dummy ones, and this team need to collect only their 3 caches. 
If you encounter a dummy cache, then there will be instructions inside to collect it anyway - but it doesn’t count as 
one of the 3 for this team. 
Students are to stick one of the matching coloured and numbered dots from the cache onto their map to mark where 
they found it, and keep the other stickers for the main map - these will be important later when they all meet up. 
Once you are finished, meet up in the middle of the main oval (marked on the map as a red cross). 
Your Team’s Co-ordinates:  

Lat Long Sticker colour Sticker number 

-34.750323 149.697289 yellow 1 

-34.751638 149.701126 black 2 

-34.752346 149.700331 orange 3 

 



Geo-caching - Team 2 Clues (for teacher only) 
Below are the 3 locations for your team marked on a map - if you get really stuck, these will help get you closer to 
your goal, and the students should then be able to use their GPS units to narrow it down. 
The caches are all in buckets at the designated locations - they might be in garden beds, behind bins, etc. Take care 
when looking - don’t encourage kids to stick their hands into places they can’t see - it is possible there are snakes 
around - we’ve not hidden them THAT carefully. 
Make sure the students confirm they are at the right location by checking their GPS matches up - there are 30 
locations plus some dummy ones, and this team need to collect only their 3 caches. 
If you encounter a dummy cache, then there will be instructions inside to collect it anyway - but it doesn’t count as 
one of the 3 for this team. 
Students are to stick one of the matching coloured and numbered dots from the cache onto their map to mark where 
they found it, and keep the other stickers for the main map - these will be important later when they all meet up. 
Once you are finished, meet up in the middle of the main oval (marked on the map as a red cross). 
Your Team’s Co-ordinates:  

Lat Long Sticker colour Sticker number 

-34.750653 149.698196 yellow 2 

-34.752136 149.698471 brown 3 

-34.752740 149.701877 purple 2 

 



Geo-caching - Team 3 Clues (for teacher only) 
Below are the 3 locations for your team marked on a map - if you get really stuck, these will help get you closer to 
your goal, and the students should then be able to use their GPS units to narrow it down. 
The caches are all in buckets at the designated locations - they might be in garden beds, behind bins, etc. Take care 
when looking - don’t encourage kids to stick their hands into places they can’t see - it is possible there are snakes 
around - we’ve not hidden them THAT carefully. 
Make sure the students confirm they are at the right location by checking their GPS matches up - there are 30 
locations plus some dummy ones, and this team need to collect only their 3 caches. 
If you encounter a dummy cache, then there will be instructions inside to collect it anyway - but it doesn’t count as 
one of the 3 for this team. 
Students are to stick one of the matching coloured and numbered dots from the cache onto their map to mark where 
they found it, and keep the other stickers for the main map - these will be important later when they all meet up. 
Once you are finished, meet up in the middle of the main oval (marked on the map as a red cross). 
Your Team’s Co-ordinates:  

Lat Long Sticker colour Sticker number 

-34.750508 149.699821 green 2 

-34.752070 149.699216 grey 2 

-34.752910 149.699634 orange 1 

 



Geo-caching - Team 4 Clues (for teacher only) 
Below are the three locations for your team marked on a map - if you get really stuck, these will help get you closer 
to your goal, and the students should be able to use their GPS units to narrow it down. 
The caches are all in buckets at the designated locations - they might be in garden beds, behind bins, etc. Take care 
when looking - don’t encourage kids to stick their hands into places they can’t see - it is possible there are snakes 
around - we’ve not hidden them THAT carefully. 
Make sure the students confirm they are at the right location by checking their GPS matches up - there are 30 
locations plus some dummy ones, and this team need to collect only their 3 caches. 
If you encounter a dummy cache, then there will be instructions inside to collect it anyway - but it doesn’t count as 
one of the 3 - they still need to find the right 3. Students are to sign off that they confirmed they were at the right 
places before they return to the main over. 
Students are to stick one of the matching coloured and numbered dots from the cache onto their map to mark where 
they found it, and keep the other stickers for the main map - these will be important later when they all meet up. 
Once you are finished, meet up in the middle of the main oval (marked on the map as a red cross). 
Your Team’s Co-ordinates:  

Lat Long Sticker colour Sticker number 

-34.750799 149.699022 red 1 

-34.752313 149.699597 grey 3 

-34.752568 149.700960 purple 1 

 

  



Geo-caching - Team 5 Clues (for teacher only) 
Below are the 3 locations for your team marked on a map - if you get really stuck, these will help get you closer to 
your goal, and the students should then be able to use their GPS units to narrow it down. 
The caches are all in buckets at the designated locations - they might be in garden beds, behind bins, etc. Take care 
when looking - don’t encourage kids to stick their hands into places they can’t see - it is possible there are snakes 
around - we’ve not hidden them THAT carefully. 
Make sure the students confirm they are at the right location by checking their GPS matches up - there are 30 
locations plus some dummy ones, and this team need to collect only their 3 caches. 
If you encounter a dummy cache, then there will be instructions inside to collect it anyway - but it doesn’t count as 
one of the 3 for this team. 
Students are to stick one of the matching coloured and numbered dots from the cache onto their map to mark where 
they found it, and keep the other stickers for the main map - these will be important later when they all meet up. 
Once you are finished, meet up in the middle of the main oval (marked on the map as a red cross). 
Your Team’s Co-ordinates:  

Lat Long Sticker colour Sticker number 

-34.749633 149.699442 red 2 

-34.751700 149.699485 white 1 

-34.753056 149.700197 orange 5 

 



Geo-caching - Team 6 Clues (for teacher only) 
Below are the 3 locations for your team marked on a map - if you get really stuck, these will help get you closer to 
your goal, and the students should then be able to use their GPS units to narrow it down. 
The caches are all in buckets at the designated locations - they might be in garden beds, behind bins, etc. Take care 
when looking - don’t encourage kids to stick their hands into places they can’t see - it is possible there are snakes 
around - we’ve not hidden them THAT carefully. 
Make sure the students confirm they are at the right location by checking their GPS matches up - there are 30 
locations plus some dummy ones, and this team need to collect only their 3 caches. 
If you encounter a dummy cache, then there will be instructions inside to collect it anyway - but it doesn’t count as 
one of the 3 for this team. 
Students are to stick one of the matching coloured and numbered dots from the cache onto their map to mark where 
they found it, and keep the other stickers for the main map - these will be important later when they all meet up. 
Once you are finished, meet up in the middle of the main oval (marked on the map as a red cross). 
Your Team’s Co-ordinates:  

Lat Long Sticker colour Sticker number 

-34.750891 149.699976 red 3 

-34.750823 149.702183 black 1 

-34.751713 149.699179 brown 2 

 

 

  



Geo-caching - Team 7 Clues (for teacher only) 
Below are the 3 locations for your team marked on a map - if you get really stuck, these will help get you closer to 
your goal, and the students should then be able to use their GPS units to narrow it down. 
The caches are all in buckets at the designated locations - they might be in garden beds, behind bins, etc. Take care 
when looking - don’t encourage kids to stick their hands into places they can’t see - it is possible there are snakes 
around - we’ve not hidden them THAT carefully. 
Make sure the students confirm they are at the right location by checking their GPS matches up - there are 30 
locations plus some dummy ones, and this team need to collect only their 3 caches. 
If you encounter a dummy cache, then there will be instructions inside to collect it anyway - but it doesn’t count as 
one of the 3 for this team. 
Students are to stick one of the matching coloured and numbered dots from the cache onto their map to mark where 
they found it, and keep the other stickers for the main map - these will be important later when they all meet up. 
Once you are finished, meet up in the middle of the main oval (marked on the map as a red cross). 
Your Team’s Co-ordinates:  

Lat Long Sticker colour Sticker number 

-34.750323 149.699129 green 1 

-34.750585 149.701292 blue 1 

-34.752357 149.698900 brown 4 

 



Geo-caching - Team 8 Clues (for teacher only) 
Below are the 3 locations for your team marked on a map - if you get really stuck, these will help get you closer to 
your goal, and the students should then be able to use their GPS units to narrow it down. 
The caches are all in buckets at the designated locations - they might be in garden beds, behind bins, etc. Take care 
when looking - don’t encourage kids to stick their hands into places they can’t see - it is possible there are snakes 
around - we’ve not hidden them THAT carefully. 
Make sure the students confirm they are at the right location by checking their GPS matches up - there are 30 
locations plus some dummy ones, and this team need to collect only their 3 caches. 
If you encounter a dummy cache, then there will be instructions inside to collect it anyway - but it doesn’t count as 
one of the 3 for this team. 
Students are to stick one of the matching coloured and numbered dots from the cache onto their map to mark where 
they found it, and keep the other stickers for the main map - these will be important later when they all meet up. 
Once you are finished, meet up in the middle of the main oval (marked on the map as a red cross). 
Your Team’s Co-ordinates:  

Lat Long Sticker colour Sticker number 

-34.751219 149.699656 grey 1 

-34.752379 149.699898 orange 4 

-34.753311 149.700728 purple 4 

 



Geo-caching - Team 9 Clues (for teacher only) 
Below are the 3 locations for your team marked on a map - if you get really stuck, these will help get you closer to 
your goal, and the students should then be able to use their GPS units to narrow it down. 
The caches are all in buckets at the designated locations - they might be in garden beds, behind bins, etc. Take care 
when looking - don’t encourage kids to stick their hands into places they can’t see - it is possible there are snakes 
around - we’ve not hidden them THAT carefully. 
Make sure the students confirm they are at the right location by checking their GPS matches up - there are 30 
locations plus some dummy ones, and this team need to collect only their 3 caches. 
If you encounter a dummy cache, then there will be instructions inside to collect it anyway - but it doesn’t count as 
one of the 3 for this team. 
Students are to stick one of the matching coloured and numbered dots from the cache onto their map to mark where 
they found it, and keep the other stickers for the main map - these will be important later when they all meet up. 
Once you are finished, meet up in the middle of the main oval (marked on the map as a red cross). 
Your Team’s Co-ordinates:  

Lat Long Sticker colour Sticker number 

-34.751180 149.701738 blue 2 

-34.751457 149.698642 brown 1 

-34.751947 149.700107 orange 2 

 
 
  



Geo-caching - Team 10 Clues (for teacher only) 
Below are the 3 locations for your team marked on a map - if you get really stuck, these will help get you closer to 
your goal, and the students should then be able to use their GPS units to narrow it down. 
The caches are all in buckets at the designated locations - they might be in garden beds, behind bins, etc. Take care 
when looking - don’t encourage kids to stick their hands into places they can’t see - it is possible there are snakes 
around - we’ve not hidden them THAT carefully. 
Make sure the students confirm they are at the right location by checking their GPS matches up - there are 30 
locations plus some dummy ones, and this team need to collect only their 3 caches. 
If you encounter a dummy cache, then there will be instructions inside to collect it anyway - but it doesn’t count as 
one of the 3 for this team. 
Students are to stick one of the matching coloured and numbered dots from the cache onto their map to mark where 
they found it, and keep the other stickers for the main map - these will be important later when they all meet up. 
Once you are finished, meet up in the middle of the main oval (marked on the map as a red cross). 
Your Team’s Co-ordinates:  

Lat Long Sticker colour Sticker number 

-34.751056 149.697779 yellow 3 

-34.751916 149.699903 white 2 

-34.753496 149.701715 purple 3 

 


